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Abstract

Most of the watermarking techniques designed to protect relational data often use the Primary Key (PK) of relations to perform the
watermark synchronization. Despite offering high confidence to the watermark detection, these approaches become useless if the PK
can be erased or updated. A typical example is when an attacker wishes to use a stolen relation, unlinked to the rest of the database.
In that case, the original values of the PK lose relevance, since they are not employed to check the referential integrity. Then it is
possible to erase or replace the PK, compromising the watermark detection with no need to perform the slightest modification to the
rest of the data. To avoid the problems caused by the PK-dependency some schemes have been proposed to generate Virtual Primary
Keys (VPK) used instead. Nevertheless, the quality of the watermark synchronized using VPKs is compromised due to the presence
of duplicate values in the set of VPKs and the fragility of the VPK schemes against the elimination of attributes. In this paper, we
introduce the metrics to allow a precise measuring of the quality of the VPKs generated by any scheme without requiring to perform
the watermark embedding, so wasting time can be avoided in case of low-quality detection. We also analyze the main aspects to
design the ideal VPK scheme, seeking the generation of high-quality VPK sets adding robustness to the process. Finally, a new
scheme is presented along with the experiments carried out to validate and compare the results with the rest of the schemes proposed
in the literature.

Keywords: Duplicate problem, Deletion problem, Quality measuring, Relational data, Robust watermarking, Virtual primary key

1. Introduction

Databases have been traditionally protected by security methods oriented to control the access of users according
to their role in the system. This approach has been mostly implemented through authentication policies and has
been backed by other operations of the database management systems like log recording and backups management.
Nevertheless, with the increasing of data demands and internet services, portable data and remote accessing of the
information are growing in popularity. As a result, the access of data by unauthorized users is even easier, being
possible to make illegal copies or to perform data tampering without leaving traces through the network. For that
reason, it can be said that traditional database security techniques are not enough to guarantee the protection of the data.

To face those problems, alternative security methods such as watermarking techniques have been proposed.
Watermarking techniques allow the protection of the data without restraining their deployment or copying, being that
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an important reason for their rising popularity. By means of watermarking, data can be protected from tampering,
stealing, unauthorized distribution, and many other malicious operations. Watermarking techniques were first proposed
for protecting multimedia data (Choudhary et al., 2017; Nematollahi et al., 2017; Wang, 2017) and then were extended
to relational data (Ghogare and Junnarkar, 2017; Khanduja, 2017; Rani et al., 2017; Unnikrishnan and Pramod, 2017).
Performing watermarking over relational data have not been an easy task due to their features and differences respect to
multimedia data types (Halder et al., 2010; Iftikhar et al., 2015b,a).

The essential element of a watermarking technique is the Watermark (WM), which consists of a set of items called
marks mostly represented by bits. The WM must be imperceptibly embedded in the digital asset being protected,
preserving the data usability. In that way, malicious users cannot get clues of the WM presence, since they may try
to remove it to claim the data ownership. There are some requirements (Halder et al., 2010; Khanduja et al., 2016a;
Mehta and Aswar, 2014; Pérez Gort et al., 2017b; Shih, 2017; Xie et al., 2016) that watermarking techniques must
fulfill to avoid compromising data quality and prevent other undesirable situations. Also, for the extraction, the marks
should remain in the watermarked content, at least in a quantity enough to guarantee the WM recognition.

Among the multiple criteria used for WM classification (Halder et al., 2010; Patil and Yawalkar, 2015; Prajapati
and Tiwari, 2015), there is one linked to their intent (see Fig. 1). Some watermarking techniques have been developed
for copyright protection (Jiang et al., 2009; Khanduja et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2011), while others
named fingerprinting, are oriented to detect traitor users as well as to check the authenticity of the data copies (Gursale
and Mohanpurkar, 2014; Iftikhar et al., 2014; Mohanpurkar and Joshi, 2015). These techniques are classified as robust,
considering the severity of the attacks aimed to compromise them, and the expected resiliency against them. On the
other hand, WMs can also be used for monitoring the data integrity and protect them against malicious modifications
like tampering and fraud (Camara et al., 2014; Chang and Wu, 2012; Guo, 2011; Khan and Husain, 2013; Şahin
et al., 2016). These WMs are classified as fragile since the owner of the data not only knows of its presence but also
is benefited from it. It is for that reason that it is assumed it will not suffer attacks focused on compromising their
functioning.

 

 WATERMARKING 

FRAGILE 

 
TAMPER & FRAUD 

DETECTION 

ROBUST 
 

OWNERSHIP PROOF & 

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION 

 FINGERPRINTING 

 
AUTHENTICITY 

OF COPIES 
 

DATA INTEGRITY 

CONTROL 

Fig. 1. Classification of watermarking techniques according to their intent.

Generally, watermarking techniques are composed of two processes: (A) WM embedding and (B) WM extraction
(see Fig. 2). Embedding is composed of two sub-processes, WM generation and marks embedding. WM generation
source could be a multimedia file, the database itself, among others (Halder et al., 2010; Agrawal et al., 2003). WM
extraction is usually performed when it is requested as evidence in some litigation. For that, the WM should remain in
the data no matter how long it has been embedded. For relational data, this is a major challenge compared to other data
types since the information stored in databases are daily modified through operations called benign updates (addition,
actualization, and elimination of data). Also, robust techniques must guarantee resilience against malicious attacks. The
sub-processes composing the extraction are the detection of marks, their extraction, and WM reconstruction. Belonging
to the extraction process there is also the WM enhancement optional sub-process that is very useful for cases when
the WM signal is meaningful (e.g. when the WM is generated from a multimedia file). This operation makes the
technique more resilient to attacks since can tolerate losing more marks and still achieve the WM identification once it
is extracted and enhanced. Also, it can be used to cause a lower distortion during the embedding, helping to avoid
compromising the data usability in the process. For both processes (the embedding and the extraction) the value of
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the private parameters must be the same. Otherwise, WM synchronization will not be achieved. Finally, the simplest
watermarking processes require at least the consideration of one parameter defined as the Secret Key (SK), which has
to be only known by the data owner (Agrawal and Kiernan, 2002).

(A) EMBEDDING PROCESS

WM Generation
Secret Key (SK) WM Source

WM EmbeddingOriginal RDB
Watermarked 

RDB

WM Information (Marks)

DATA ACCESS (AUTHORIZED OR NOT)
Malicious 

Attacks
Benign Updates 

WM ReconstructionWM DetectionSuspicious RDB

Secret Key (SK)

Claim´s Result

(true or false)Marks Extraction

WM Enhancement
WM Information (Marks)

(B) EXTRACTION PROCESS

Fig. 2. Processes involved in watermarking techniques.

Since the first proposal, relational database watermarking techniques have been growing in diversity, backed by a
broad theory. Nevertheless, most of the watermarking techniques use the Primary Key (PK) of the relation to decide
where and how to embed each mark. The PK stores unique values that identify each tuple in the relation, which is
why using it allows high synchronization of the WM. Watermarking techniques that use the PKs are backed by the
assumption that there is no way to delete the PKs without compromising the referential integrity of the database, due
to their role in the database design. That is why the attackers trying to compromise the WM detection are forced to
modify the data, without tampering the PK, since they are also interested in maintaining the quality of the data. Based
on that assumption, the majority of watermarking techniques proposed to protect relational data are PK-dependent
(e.g. Franco-Contreras et al., 2014; İmamoğlu et al., 2015; Kamran et al., 2013; Melkundi and Chandankhede, 2015;
Pérez Gort et al., 2017b).

Despite the PK relevance in database design, watermarked relations are often distributed separately from the
database, which allows compromising the WM detection by erasing or updating the PK if the attacker has no intention
of using the relation linked to the rest of the database. This has become the perfect attack since the attacker does not
require the modification of any data beyond the PK. To avoid this vulnerability (or the absence of PK in the relation),
some proposals have been published under the classification of Virtual Primary Key (VPK) schemes, oriented to
generate VPKs to be used by watermarking techniques instead of the PKs. The work presented here is oriented to solve
some weakness presented by most VPK schemes as well as to find a better way to measure the quality of the VPK set,
giving so a more precise idea of how effective can be its use by watermarking techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces details concerning the relational data structure
and the way watermarking techniques have approached WM embedding in relational data. Section 3 describes the
challenges VPK schemes face to be functional and considered for watermarking relational data. Section 4 gives a
critical review of the VPK schemes proposed so far. Section 5 presents the set of metrics that better describes the
quality of the VPKs and the resilience of a VPK scheme against the elimination of attributes. Section 6 presents the
elements describing the ideal design for a VPK scheme and our approach seeking the maximum matching to this design.
Section 7 presents the experimental results allowing the comparison between previous schemes and our approach. The
conclusion of this paper is given in Section 8.
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2. Watermarking relational data

According to the relational model, relational databases are conceived as a collection of relations corresponding to
the entities considered in its design (Date, 2006). The relations are linked using their primary keys, implementing in
that way the referential integrity between their records. Each relation presents a table structure where the columns are
the attributes and the rows are tuples representing the instances of the entities (see Fig. 3). Watermarking techniques
for relational databases so far consider the simplest scenario of a single relation R with primary key PK. The attributes
of R are identified by Ai : i ∈ [0, ν − 1], being ν the number of attributes available for marking, and the tuples by
r j : j ∈ [0, η − 1], being η the number of tuples stored in the relation. The complete representation of the relation
is given by R(PK, A0, ..., Aν−1). Also, the value stored in attribute i of tuple j is accessed by using the notation r j.Ai.
Finally, the primary key of each tuple is identified by r j.PK.

 

  

 

 

ID NAME AGE GENDER 
… 

HEIGHT 

1011 Alex 32 Male … 175 

1012 Cindy 24 Female … 160 

… … … … … … 

1015 Layla 30 Female … 177 

 

r0 
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A0                   A1                  A2                 …              A -1 
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T
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p
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Primary Key 

Fig. 3. Table structure of a database relation.

In 2002, Agrawal and Kiernan (2002) proposed the first watermarking technique for relational data. Their approach
uses notations describing the relation structure presented before. The technique watermarks numeric attributes, which
classifies it as a numerical cover-type WM. This technique uses the binary representation of the integer data type to
embed the mark in one of the less significant bits (lsb). The lsb to store the mark is selected in the same way as the
tuple and the attribute inside the tuple are selected, by using the value generated by the combination of the Secret Key
(SK) chosen by the data owner and the PK of each tuple (See Algorithm 1). The value used to select the embedding
place of the mark is a VPK generated involving the PK according to Eq. (1), being ◦ the concatenation operator and H
a common one-way hash function such as SHA-2, SHA-3, among others. This approach is also known in the literature
as the AHK Algorithm.

F(r j.PK) = H(S K ◦ H(S K ◦ r j.PK)) (1)

Algorithm 1: AHK Approach.

1 foreach tuple r ∈ R do
2 if F(r.PK) mod γ = 0 then
3 attribute index i← F(r.PK) mod ν
4 bit index b← F(r.PK) mod ξ
5 r.Ai ← mark(r.PK, r.Ai, b)

Agrawal & Kiernan define ω as the number of watermarked tuples after the embedding process is concluded.
The AHK algorithm selects a tuple for embedding a mark if F(r j.PK) mod γ = 0, being γ ∈ [1, η] the tuple fraction
parameter. With low values of γ more tuples are marked, and with high values, the number of marked tuples reduced.
For the case when γ = 1, all tuples are marked if the usability constraints implemented over the relation allow it. Eq.
(2) establishes the proportion between the number of tuples in R, the tuple fraction γ and the number of marked tuples
ω. Also, once a tuple has been selected, F(r j.PK) is used for selecting the attribute to embed the mark according to the
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expression F(r j.PK) mod ν. The selection of the bit for embedding the mark is done according to F(r j.PK) mod ξ,
where ξ is the range available to perform the lsb selection.

ω ≈ η/γ (2)

The AHK algorithm is commonly used by other techniques to select the place for embedding the marks. On another
hand, the way to generate the mark often varies for each technique, compared to the way that the approach of Agrawal
& Kiernan does (see Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2: AHK mark method.

1 Input: PK, A, b
2 hash val = H(S K ◦ PK)
3 if hash val is even then
4 set the bth lsb o f A to 0

5 else
6 set the bth lsb o f A to 1

7 return A

In 2003, Li et al. (2003) named the tuple selection using the AHK algorithm as the T-Scheme. This approach has
been proved to be robust against set attacks like the elimination or modification of tuples or attributes. This is mainly
due to: (i) every tuple is marked independently; (ii) every mark is embedded multiple times, and (iii) a majority vote
is used in the WM reconstruction (Li et al., 2003). Since it was published, the AHK algorithm has become the main
model followed for PK-dependent techniques, which constitute the majority of watermarking techniques for relational
data.

3. Synchronization problems

Watermarking techniques using the PK of the relation for performing WM embedding and its extraction achieve
high synchronization considering that the PK stores unique values used to identify each tuple. Then, high entropy is
added to the selection of marks as well as to the places to embed them, which also makes the technique more robust
since the WM capacity increases while more marks are considered. The main fragility of this approach is that if the
PK can be erased or updated, then WM detection is compromised with no need of attacking any other data of the
relation. This allows the attackers to get good quality data, compromising the WM detection after performing a simple
malicious operation. To avoid that fragility, VPK schemes have been proposed for generating VPK which are then
used to perform the WM synchronization instead of the PK. Nevertheless, when VPKs are used by watermarking
techniques other problems emerge. In this section the main challenges of using VPK for watermarking relational data
are presented.

3.1. The duplicate problem

The set of VPKs generated using the tuples and attributes of the relation always present duplicate values which
compromise WM synchronization compared to the results obtained when PKs are employed. The generation of
duplicate values is due to VPK schemes only can use data stored in the relation, which are bounded by the domain
of the attributes. Using duplicate keys cause embedding the same marks multiple times while others are completely
ignored. This results in an incomplete WM embedding, compromising its recognition. Because of that, the degree of
damage caused to the technique is so high that there is no need to perform an attack when the watermarked data is
stolen. Mark exclusion is an issue that usually occurs, even in PK-based techniques, when the pseudo-random selection
of the marks and of the place for mark embedding in the relation is implemented to make the technique resilient against
the subset-reverse order attack (Pérez Gort et al., 2017b; Sardroudi and Ibrahim, 2010). The consequences of this
problem get worst when there are duplicate values in the keys, causing the complete compromise of the WM detection.
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Defined as the duplicate problem by Li et al. (2003) in 2003, the presence of duplicate values in the set of VPKs
increases the damage to the WM synchronization caused by excluding marks in the WM embedding. Normally,
embedding the same marks multiple times is something positive to avoid attacks based on updating or deleting data
from the relation. The damage caused by those attacks is restored when a majority vote is performed after WM
extraction, resolving the inconsistencies for the extraction of different values corresponding to the same mark. On the
other hand, embedding the same marks multiple times at expenses of excluding others from the process compromises
WM synchronization. This causes similar damage to the attacks performing extreme data elimination (e.g. tuple
elimination, attribute elimination, among others) (Pérez Gort et al., 2017b; Sardroudi and Ibrahim, 2010).

3.2. The deletion problem

The main reason for using VPKs instead of PK of the relation for performing WM synchronization is that if the
PK is erased, WM detection is compromised. This problem cannot be solved by using another attribute instead of the
PK since the same risks remain as long as the attribute employed is irrelevant to the attacker. Even if more than one
attribute is used to perform the VPKs generation, the attacker can erase one of them, compromising the VPKs and,
affecting WM synchronization. This is due to the addition of noise to the extracted WM as a result of getting wrong
values for some marks for using VPKs that do not match those used for performing WM embedding. This issue was
defined as the deletion problem also by Li et al. (2003) in 2003.

4. Previous work

The first VPK scheme reported in the literature was proposed by Agrawal and Kiernan (2002) to apply the AHK
algorithm in relations with no PK. Identified as the S-Scheme by Li et al. (2003) in 2003, this scheme is conceived to
be used by watermarking techniques trying to protect relations composed by one or more than one numeric attributes.
When only one attribute composes the relation, the VPK is created by splitting the binary value of the attribute into two
fragments, the first one corresponding to the most significant bits msb used for the VPK generation and the second
one corresponding to the less significant bits lsb, used for embedding the marks (see Section 2). When more than one
attribute composed the relation, the VPK is generated by using only one attribute, and the rest of them are selected to
perform the WM embedding. This scheme also considers varying the attribute selected for the VPK generation from
one tuple to the other one.

The msb is selected from a given range identified by χ according to Eq. (3), where [r j.A]2 represents the value of
the attribute A for the tuple r j in binary notation. Then, the number generated from the selected range χ is represented
in decimal notation, constituting the VPK for that tuple. Considering that the value assigned to χ is the same for the
generation of the VPKs for all the tuples, the number of duplicated values obtained by applying this scheme is very
high, being severely affected by the duplicate problem. Also, since so few attributes are involved in the VPK generation,
this scheme is very fragile to the deletion problem.

vpk(r j) = [VPK([r j.A]2, χ)]10 (3)

Another approach for the generation of VPKs is the E-Scheme. This approach was proposed by Li et al. (2003) in 2003
and works similarly to the S-Scheme using the same value of χ the whole generation process, which makes it also
vulnerable to the duplicate problem. The main particularity of the E-Scheme is that is applied over each attribute of
each tuple, to generate one VPK per each value stored in the relation. According to that, the number of VPK generated
is η × ν instead of η, which is the case for the S-Scheme. The E-Scheme also uses two different hash functions, one
for deciding if the attribute will be watermarked and the other one for selecting the lsb to embed the mark once the
attribute is selected for the embedding. Each hash function is identified as H1 and H2 respectively. The condition to
select the attribute is given by H1(S K ◦ vpk(r j.Ai)) mod γ × ν = 0, being vpk(r j.Ai) a variation of Eq. (3) to be applied
over each attribute of each tuple. When an attribute is selected, the lsb being watermarked in the attribute is given by
H2(S K ◦ vpk(r j.Ai)) mod ξ. This scheme is more resilient to the deletion problem considering all attributes of the
relation are involved. The issue with this scheme is that the duplicate problem compromises WM synchronization even
more than for the S-Scheme since more VPK are generated using the same value of χ.

Li et al. (2003) also proposed the M-Scheme for generating the VPKs considering more than one attribute per tuple.
This approach tries to select different attributes each time, being in principle more resilient to the deletion problem
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in comparison to previous proposals. Nevertheless, if the number of attributes considered is too close to ν, then the
deletion problem becomes a serious threat. Same as the S-Scheme, the M-Scheme splits each attribute involved in the
VPK generation into two parts: the msb and the lsb. Then, for each tuple, VPK generation is performed by joining
the results of H1(S K ◦ vpk(r j.Ai)) closest to zero. The number of results being joined is two by default, but if more
than two attributes match the same hash closest to zero, all of them can be considered. Finally, the default number of
attributes involved can be settled by the data owner, under the condition that has to be equal or higher than ν. This
scheme also uses the same value of χ each time, which makes it vulnerable to the duplicate problem.

Other VPK schemes are the proposals of Chang et al. (2014) and Khanduja et al. (2016b). Both of them are very
similar to the M-Scheme, since they consider the two attributes that generate the closest hash value to zero. As a
difference, the approach of Chang et al. uses textual attributes instead of numerical, splitting each attribute in the
fragment A1

i (containing the last word of the text and used to embed the marks) and A−1
i (containing the rest of the text

that is input to the hash function for checking if the attribute will be involved in the VPK generation). On another hand,
the approach of Khanduja et al. is oriented to generate VPKs using numeric attributes, similar to the M-Scheme. In this
case, only two specific attributes are selected for the VPK generation, based on the data owner criterion.

Finally, there is the proposal by Pérez Gort et al. (2017a) focused on selecting each time different attributes and
changing the value of χ for each one of them. We called this approach the Ext-Scheme considering the extension that
was given to the variability of the selection of each element involved on it. The Ext-Scheme is designed for numerical
attributes and analyzes each tuple, and each attribute per tuple, generating the value of χ for each attribute considering
the values of the neighbors bits to the χ bit. The position for the χ bit is generated according to Eq. (4), being BL ji

the binary length of the value stored in the attribute r j.Ai and MS BF the Most Significant Bits Fraction, which takes
the same value during the entire process.

χ ji = bBL ji/MS BFc (4)

For each tuple, the attributes considered for VPK generation are those that accomplish the condition b ji1 ⊕ b ji(χ1) = 1,
being b ji1 the 1st msb, b ji(χ1) its (χ1)th msb and ⊕ the XOR operator. These considerations contribute to selecting
different attributes for each tuple, and to generate different values of χ each time, making the approach more resilient
to the deletion and duplicate problems. However, an important drawback for the Ext-Scheme is that sometimes the
condition for selecting the attributes for VPK generation is not accomplished for any attribute of the tuple. Because of
that, an important number of tuples may be excluded from the process, missing the opportunity to embed marks and
affecting WM synchronization.

5. Measuring quality and resiliency

As far as we know, the only metric for quantifying the effects of the duplicate problem for WM synchronization
was proposed by Li et al. (2003). They defined the equation δ = (4max − 4min)/4min, being δ the duplicate index, 4max

the maximum number of times the same mark is embedded and 4min the minimum. According to this equation, the
ideal WM embedding is accomplished when all marks are equally embedded, being 4max = 4min, resulting in δ = 0.
But when some mark is excluded from the embedding, 4min = 0, being δ = ∞, the worst-case scenario no matter the
number of marks excluded. This metric can only be applied once the WM is embedded but is useless for measuring the
quality of the set of VPKs separately from the watermarking technique. Also, it will get the same result no matter the
number of marks excluded by the embedding process, which affects the WM synchronization differently. Finally, as
previously referred, the exclusion of marks usually happens even if no VPKs are being used, when pseudo-random
selection is adopted to avoid the consequences of the subset-reverse order attack.

Considering the limitations of the metric by Li et al., we propose new metrics for measuring the quality of the VPK
sets without performing the watermarking process, so if the quality of the VPK set is low, the time consumed by the
watermarking processes can be employed in generating or selecting another VPK set. Besides measuring of the quality
of the VPK set, we also measure the resiliency of the VPK scheme to the deletion problem, requiring for this case the
embedding of the WM since the deletion problem consists in eliminating an attribute in the watermarked relation.

To quantify any feature of a VPK set it is essential to know its structure. In this work, we use S to identify a generic
VPK set. Given the conditions for the generation of S, it is assumed the presence of duplicate and exclusive values on
it. The subset E is formed by the exclusive values and G by the duplicate ones. Also, one VPK per duplicate group
is selected and stored in the set D, allowing to know how many duplicate groups are in S. In this paper, we use the
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lowercase letter corresponding to each set to identify their cardinality (e.g. s = |S |, e = |E|, and so on). Using that
notation the rules s = e + g, and d < g are established. Table 1 shows different samples of S and their subsets cardinality.

Although the elements in S do not present a fixed order, for making more comfortable its appreciation, we first
present the exclusive values in bold style, then each group of duplicate values is highlighted with different color. The
groups of duplicate values are ordered according to their cardinality.

Table 1. Different examples of S .

No. S , s = 10 e g d
1 {12, 34, 21, 45, 13, 37, 15, 48, 22, 82} 10 0 0
2 {21, 45, 15, 48, 22, 82, 12, 12, 34, 34} 6 4 2
3 {22, 82, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12} 2 8 1
4 {15, 15, 15, 34, 34, 34, 12, 12, 12, 12} 0 10 3
5 {15, 15, 34, 34, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12} 0 10 3
6 {12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12} 0 10 1

The cardinality of each subset is not enough to reflect the difference between the VPK sets. There are cases when
the cardinality of some subsets is the same while S is different (see records 4 and 5 of Table 1). Then it is important to
establish the difference of the groups of duplicate values stored in G. For that, we identify each group as the subsets
Gr ∈ [1, d] and the cardinality of each subset as gr, where g =

∑d
r=1 gr.

To know the quality of S for watermarking relational data is it important to know the number of different values
(not just the exclusive ones) stored in the set. That is because the number of different values could be higher than the
number of marks, allowing high WM synchronization despite the redundancy S presents. Then, being n = length(WM),
the desired scenario is that (e + d) >> n. If S does not present duplicate values, the exclusion of marks is reduced at the
same level that when the PKs of the relation are used by the watermarking technique. That is why exclusive values play
a critical role in the quality of the set of VPK. Then, the best set of VPKs is defined according to the following order:
(i) the set with more exclusive values, (ii) the set with more duplicate groups.

To highlight those differences properly we defined the index of exclusiveness of S, denoted by ρ, according to Eq.
(5). This metric measures the different values presented in S as a percentage according to its cardinality. When only
exclusive values are composing S, then ρ = 100, which is the highest possible value of the index. The summation
is used to accumulate the inverse of the cardinality of each group of duplicate values, since the presence of bigger
groups compromises the presence of different values in S, by reducing the space for other duplicate groups or exclusive
values. Also, since each exclusive value is considered as a group of one item, the weight in the equation is 1. They are
excluded for the summation and considered in the cardinality of the set of exclusive values e.

ρ =
(
∑d

r=1 1/gr + e) × 100
s

(5)

The higher ρ the better, giving more options to the watermarking scheme to select different marks each time. Knowing
the value of the exclusiveness index it is possible to describe better the features of S. Table 2 shows the samples of S
presented in Table 1 with their corresponding ρ.

Table 2. Value of ρ for the examples of S from Table 1.

No. S , s = 10 e ρ

1 {12, 34, 21, 45, 13, 37, 15, 48, 22, 82} 10 100
2 {21, 45, 15, 48, 22, 82, 12, 12, 34, 34} 6 70.0
3 {22, 82, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12} 2 21.3
4 {15, 15, 15, 34, 34, 34, 12, 12, 12, 12} 0 9.17
5 {15, 15, 34, 34, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12} 0 11.7
6 {12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12} 0 1.00
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Concerning to quantify the resiliency of a VPK scheme to the deletion problem, it is important to know that when
one attribute of the relation is deleted, the set of VPKs generated will be different to the one obtained before the attack.
To identify the VPK set generated after the attack we use S ′. Then, there is ϑ = S S ′ where ϑ is a quality indicator of
the differences between S and S ′. The VPK scheme achieves the highest resiliency when S = S ′.

There are different ways to implement the quality indicator ϑ. The first approach proposed in this work also uses the
exclusiveness index ρ with additional considerations. Each group of values in S has associated a useful load that may
be affected during the elimination of any attribute, varying the value of ρ. This useful load is the cause the numerator
of the fraction 1/gr in Eq. (5) is equal to 1, considering no perturbation has been caused by the deletion problem. The
useful load is denoted as u, and it is measured by u = (p− a)/p, where p the number of elements in the group and a the
number of elements affected by the attribute elimination. When none element is affected in a group, a = 0 and u = 1,
which explains the use of 1 as the numerator. If all elements of the group are affected then p = a, resulting in u = 0.
For the case when some exclusive values are affected, we subtract them from e. Considering the useful load concept, in
Eq. (6) is given a more general approach of Eq. (5) which allows getting an idea of how critical can be the effects of
the deletion problem over a VPK scheme

ρ =
(
∑d

r=1 ur/gr + e) × 100
s

(6)

The following examples allow a clear understanding of the way the value of ρ is obtained by using Eq. (6) breaking
down the useful load calculation. The first example constitutes the original S with no values affected, used as the
starting point of comparison. Then the same set is presented with different VPKs affected identified by shaded cells.

11 17 28 30 32 32 44 44 44 15 15 15 15 15 

 

For this set, the value of ρ is calculated according to Eq. (6) as follows:

ρ =
(
∑d

r=1 ur/gr + e) × 100
s

=
(
∑d

r=1
(pr−ar)/pr

gr
+ e) × 100

s

=

((
1
2 + 1

3 + 1
5

)
+ 4

)
× 100

14
≈ 35.95

When a duplicate value is affected, then the value of ρ is given by

11 17 28 30 32 32 44 44 44 15 15 15 15 15 

 

ρ =
(
∑d

r=1
(pr−ar)/pr

gr
+ e) × 100

s
=

(( (2 − 0)/2
2

+
(3 − 1)/3

3
+

(5 − 0)/5
5

)
+ 4

)
× 100/14

=

((1
2

+
2
9

+
1
5

)
+ 4

)
× 100/14 ≈ 35.16

As it is appreciated, the change of the quality of S is clearly represented by the change of the value of ρ. Let us examine
the example when one exclusive value is affected instead.

11 17 28 30 32 32 44 44 44 15 15 15 15 15 
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ρ =

((
1
2 + 1

3 + 1
5

)
+ (4 − 1)

)
× 100

14
≈ 28.81

For this case, it is clear that the consequences of the attack are higher, which gives the clear idea of the role the
exclusives value represents to guarantee the WM synchronization.

The next example shows the case when all the elements of one group are affected. In that situation, the group
affected is not considered for the evaluation of ρ .

11 17 28 30 32 32 44 44 44 15 15 15 15 15 

 

ρ =

(( (2 − 0)/2
2

+
(3 − 3)/3

3
+

(5 − 0)/5
5

)
+ 4

)
× 100/14

=

((1
2

+
0
3

+
1
5

)
+ 4

)
× 100/14 ≈ 33.57

Then, when one group is completely affected, this reduces the quality of the VPK set, but not as seriously as when one
exclusive element is affected. Finally, there is the case when more than one group and exclusive values are affected.

11 17 28 30 32 32 44 44 44 15 15 15 15 15 

 

ρ =

(( (2 − 0)/2
2

+
(3 − 2)/3

3
+

(5 − 1)/5
5

)
+ (4 − 2)

)
× 100/14

=

((1
2

+
1
9

+
4
25

)
+ 2

)
× 100/14 ≈ 19.79

For this case, it is obvious that the value of ρ reduces more compared to the other examples since more elements are
affected by the attack.

The way the deletion problem affects S is not only given by the elimination of the VPKs. When an attribute is
deleted, the number of VPKs generated is equal to the original set before the elimination. That statement is settled by
s = s′ being s′ the cardinality of S ′. Then, S’s quality change cannot be represented only by ρ since the same values
of VPK can be generated after deleting one attribute, but identifying different elements of the relation (see Fig. 4).
After an attack even a higher number of exclusive values can be generated, giving a higher value for ρ while the set is
useless to perform the WM synchronization since the values do not match with the original ones used for embedding.
According to that, ρ alone cannot be used for measuring the resiliency of a VPK scheme.
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S 

Fig. 4. Example of S and S ′ formed by identical values but with different indexing.

Since the values added after the attack were not present during WM embedding, they will be responsible to add
noise to the WM signal during its extraction. To establish the precision of ρ over S ′ we use Eq. (7).

ϕ = m/o (7)

The symbol ϕ represents the precision of ρ, which is computed by comparing the number of VPKs m matching in index
and value, with the number of original values o used for the embedding.

The next example illustrates how involving ϕ benefits the measure of ρ. Both sets S and S ′ are shown with their
respective value of ρ calculated with no reference. The index on both subsets is given by the position of the keys in the
set.

S = {12, 34, 21, 45, 12, 34, 15, 48, 22, 82}, ρ = 70.0

S ′ = {12, 12, 23, 45, 12, 17, 15, 44, 67, 81}, ρ = 73.0

At first view, the value of ρ for S ′ is higher due to it is composed of more exclusive values. But actually, only four keys
in S ′ (values underlined) preserve the index they had in S since they are the only keys that remain in the same position
for both sets. Considering that, ρ = 73.0 for a given ϕ = 0.4. But, to evaluate ρ with high precision, then the condition
ϕ = 1.0 is established. To accomplish that we can only use the trusted values for calculating ρ, ignoring the rest of the
keys from the operation. For that case, ρ = 25.0, giving a better appreciation of the quality of S ′ respect to S .

Identifying as ρT the value of ρ when ϕ = 1.0 (meaning the trusted ρ) and as ρO the value of ρ considering all
elements of S ′ (not just those matching), the noise added to S ′ respect to S is determined by ∂ = |ρO − ρT |. In the
previous example, the noise added to S was ∂ = |73 − 25| = 48. This metric can be appreciated as the quantitative
measure of the difference of the qualities of S and S ′, previously defined as ϑ.

The second way to evaluate the resiliency to the deletion problem is not from the perspective of the structure of
S but how the selection of the elements of R involved in the VPK generation is performed. According to that, the
structure of the relation of Figure 3 plays a crucial role. The perturbations in S when one attribute of R is deleted can be
reduced if: (i) the attributes used for the VPK generation uniformly vary from one tuple to another, selecting all of
them the same number of times if possible, (ii) the number of attributes involved in the generation of VPKs for each
tuple (defined as `) is not too close to the number of attributes ν involved in the watermarking process. It is important
to clarify that ` refers to the number of attributes involved in the VPK generation per tuple and not per VPK. So, when
for a tuple 4 attributes are selected to generate 2 VPKs, ` = 4, being the same value when a VPK is generated for the
tuple considering 4 attributes.

Varying the attributes involved in the VPK generation from one tuple to another trying to equally involve them in
the process will prevent the use of one attribute more than others. The idea is that no attribute should play the main
role in the generation of S since with its deletion more VPKs are affected, becoming the attribute the main target of
attackers. Then, if all attributes are used equally, no one constitutes the main vulnerability of the VPK scheme from the
deletion problem perspective. Considering that η >> ν is accomplished, the mean of the number of times each attribute
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is selected is given by Eq. (8). Then, the number of times each attribute is involved in the generation of S is ` × η/ν± ε.
An equally selection of each attribute of R requires the reduction of ε, meaning getting a standard deviation as close as
zero as it is possible.

µA = ` × η/ν (8)

The standard deviation of the number of times each attribute is selected σA is obtained according to Eq. (9) where
is sel() is a function with output 1 if the attribute is selected for VPK generation and 0 otherwise.

σA =

√∑ν−1
i=0 (

∑η−1
j=0 is sel(r j.Ai) − µA)2

ν
(9)

To avoid getting a high value of σA, from one tuple to another, the attributes selected to generate the VPK should
not be the same. The challenge is that since tuples have not a fixed order, the only way to know the number of times
each attribute is selected is by performing this calculation once all tuples are considered. Then, changing the selected
attributes among the neighboring tuples is not a trivial task. By now we avoid this issue just to perform the graphical
representation of the attribute selection and to show the expected values of the metrics when the highest resiliency to
the deletion problem is achieved by the VPK scheme. All issues concerning the implementation of the proposed scheme
are given in the next section. On another hand, the ordering of the attributes can be performed by using different criteria
(e.g. attribute names, the domain of their values, etc.). According to this, we interpret the order of the attributes of R as
fixed points of a circle, then the last attribute will precede the first one, using a cyclic indexing approach for moving
through them (see Fig. 5).

  

 A0 … A-2 A-1 

r0 
 … … 

 

… … … …  

r-1 
 …  

 

 

  

 A-1 A0 … A-2 

r0 
  … 

 

… … … …  

r-1 
   

 

 
Fig. 5. Cyclic model of the attribute order in R.

Considering the cyclic order for the attributes and highlighting the attributes selected for the VPK generation
with the gray color, we present some examples of how σA is affected using different attribute selections. For the first
example, the number of attributes involved in the VPK generation is ` = 2. According to Figure 5, when the attribute
selected is the last one, if the index of the selected attribute is shifted once to the right, for the next tuple the first
attribute will be chosen. Nevertheless, despite the selected attribute index is shifted from tuple to tuple, there is the risk
to achieve an irregular attribute selection if the attributes selected between neighboring tuples overlap (see Fig. 6).

 
 

𝓁 = 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1        2 

2        2 

3        2 

4        2 

5        2 

6        2 

7        2 

8        2 

9        2 

Total: 3 4 3 2 2 2 2  =  
 

Fig. 6. Example of attribute uniformly selected with overlapping (` = 2).

In the previous example, the way the attribute selection is carried out results in a higher relevance of some attributes
over others. Particularly, attribute 2 is selected 4 times, turning into a weak point to the scheme. The effects of
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overlapping attribute selection are reduced when η increases, but still it is important its consideration to measure the
VPK scheme resiliency against the deletion problem. In the next example, Figure 7 shows for the same conditions of
Figure 6 a non-overlapping attribute selection for neighboring tuples.

 
 

𝓁 = 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1        2 

2        2 

3        2 

4        2 

5        2 

6        2 

7        2 

8        2 

9        2 

Total: 3 3 3 3 2 2 2  =  
 

Fig. 7. Example of attribute uniformly selected avoiding overlapping (` = 2).

The other important issue to consider the VPK resiliency to the deletion problem is concerning the selection of the
value of `. It is important that ` does not take a value too close to ν since this will cause the overlapping of the attributes
among the tuples, affecting all those VPKs that have in common that attribute in their generation. Figure 8 shows the
consequences of selecting a value of ` too close to ν. Even getting a reduction of σ from 0.49 to 0.35, deleting one
attribute compromises more VPK values according to the rate of compromised keys for one attribute elimination given
by

∑η−1
j=0 is sel(r j.Ai)/η. For example, comparing the attribute selection of Figure 7 vs. Figure 8, when attribute 2 is

deleted, the rate of compromised keys is 3/9 vs. 5/9 (0.33 vs. 0.56).

 
 

𝓁 = 4 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1        4 

2        4 

3        4 

4        4 

5        4 

6        4 

7        4 

8        4 

9        4 

Total: 6 5 5 5 5 5 5  =  
 

Fig. 8. Selection of a value of ` too close to ν.

On another hand, it is not convenient to select a low value for `, this increases the risk of being affected by the
duplicate problem, considering that reducing the source of VPK generation increases the duplicate values in S . To
avoid the fragility due to the high or low value of ` it is important to choose its value proportionally to ν. Then, the
increment of ` is only allowed if ν also increases. Following that principle, the selection of ` is performed according to
Eq. (10), being K the constant that establishes the proportion.

` = bν × Ke (10)

Since the use of σA to compare the resiliency of the VPK scheme depends on `, the number of attributes involved in
each case should remain the same. Also, the number of tuples must be constant since adding more tuples increase the
number of times each attribute is selected. To consider both η and ν in the evaluation, we propose Eq. (11) being q the
quality of the spreading experimented by the scheme.

q =
η × (ν − `) × ν(ν−`)

σA
(11)

According to Eq. (11), if ν = ` the quality will be 0, the lowest value possible. If ` increases under the same conditions,
q gets closer to 0. Finally, the lowest σA the better, since σA = 0 represents the perfect expected distribution of `. By
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definition, when σA = 0 then q = ∞, being the best possible result unless the numerator of the fraction in the equation
became 0, giving as result q = 0, the worst result.

Table 3 shows some examples of the value of q, due to different attribute selection over the same relation. Each
experiment corresponds to the examples presented in Figures 6, 7, and 8. On each case, the number of tuples involved
was equally incremented.

Table 3. Value of q for different scenarios.

η Figure 6 Figure 7 Figure 8
9 1.04 × 106 1.53 × 106 2.65 × 104

18 1.82 × 106 4.32 × 106 4.10 × 104

36 6.70 × 106 6.70 × 106 7.49 × 104

2000 2.31 × 108 3.40 × 108 5.88 × 106

Table 3 shows the experiment of Figure 7 as the favorite candidate according to the attributes selection quality. The
outcome should be proportional to σA if both the elements of the relation and ` remain constant, and only the attributes
selected are different.

6. HQR-Scheme: The high quality and resilient VPK generation approach

According to the literature published, the VPK schemes proposed so far generate too many duplicate values, are
vulnerable to the deletion problem, or waste elements of R, denigrating the quality of S and due to that, the WM
synchronization. For those reasons, it is important to design a VPK scheme that generates a higher number of exclusive
values, varying the attributes involved in the process for each tuple. In this section, we present the main aspects to
consider in the design of a VPK scheme with high quality of S and the highest possible resiliency to the deletion problem.
Also, an implementation that considers the challenges of working with relational data for this task, is presented.

The first aspect we consider to design a VPK scheme is the selection of ` so a fair trade-off between the response
given to the duplicate problem and the deletion problem can be carried out. The selection of ` brings the formation of a
structure involving the number of attributes in between each one of those selected for the VPK generation. To identify
the role played by each attribute in the structure, we denote as yi ∈ {Y} | i ∈ [0, ` − 1] the set that contains the index
of the attributes selected for the VPK generation, and as b j ∈ {B} | j ∈ [0, ` − 1] the set that contains the number of
attributes separating those stored in Y .

Figure 9 shows an example of the elements forming Y and B in a relation with ν = 12. The order of the attributes of
the relation is settled according to the cyclic attribute order presented in Figure 5. Considering the selected attributes
are shifted from tuple to tuple, the combinations for two consecutive tuples is performed using the same value of the
parameters and a right-shift of one unit. The idea is that the same attributes can play a different role according to the
shift. Independently of the attributes combinations, the statement ν =

∑`−1
j=0 b j + ` is always accomplished.

  

 A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 

rz y0 b0 y1 b1 y2 b2 

r(z+1) b2 y0 b0 y1 b1 y2 b2 
 

Fig. 9. Role per tuple for each attribute once ` is defined (` = 3, ν = 12).

According to Eq. (10), we use K = 0.2 to obtain ` since this represents not involving too many attributes in the VPK
generation (maximum 20% of ν) getting an extensive cover to variate the values of the VPKs forming S . On the other
hand, a low value of ` is not enough to guarantee high resiliency to the deletion problem. Taking as an example the
S-Scheme, when the same attribute is used to generate the VPKs, if that attribute is erased, the scheme is compromised.
For that reason, it is also important the way the ` attributes are distributed over R.

Figure 10 shows the possible attribute combinations when ν = 7 and ` = 2. Each combination impacts in a different
way according to Eq. (11). Under the same conditions, working with the same relation and the same value of `, the
differences among the results in Eq. (11) are given by σA.
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Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E Case F 
 

Fig. 10. Different combinations to generate the VPK (` = 2, ν = 7).

The value of σA varies according to the values in B. The standard deviation of the values in B denoted as σB, is
obtained according to Eq. (12) where µB is the mean of the values stored in B. The lowest σA is achieved when the
value of σB is the nearest to zero, which is the combination of attributes promising higher resilience to the deletion
problem given the role of σA in Eq. (11).

σB =

√∑`−1
j=0(b j − µB)2

`
(12)

Figure 11 shows the different compositions of B used in the experiments performed to analyze the relationship between
σA and σB. In those experiments, there is always an equivalent combination corresponding to the change of the values
b1 and b2. For example, C1 represented by b1 = 0 and b2 = 19 is equivalent of C20 where b1 = 19 and b2 = 0.
According to that, similar pairs of combinations are also (C2,C19), (C3,C18), (C4,C17), etc...

𝓁 B 
Combination of Attributes 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19 C20 

2 
b1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

b2 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
 

Fig. 11. Different combinations of attribute forming B (` = 2, ν = 21).

Figure 12 shows how the value of σA changes for each combination presented in Figure 11 using a different number
of tuples. The number of combinations with lower σA varies depending on the number of tuples, but there is a set
of combinations that represents the best options for all cases, which is when the values in B presents lower standard
deviation. In Figure 12, those combinations are from C8 to C13.
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Fig. 12. Value of σA for the combinations of Figure 11.
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Figure 13 shows the relationship between σA and σB for the combinations shown in Figure 11, also involving a
different number of tuples. Since σB and σA describe a proportional behavior, to get higher quality q the goal is to use
a combination that allows getting the lowest σB.
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Fig. 13. Relationship between σA and σB for the combinations of Figure 11.

From Figure 13 on, the results shown consider the equivalence between combinations. The same relationship
between σA and σB is appreciated for different values of ` (see Fig. 14 and Fig. 15).
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Fig. 14. Relationship between σA and σB for the possible combinations when ` = 3 and ν = 21.
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Fig. 15. Relationship between σA and σB for the possible combinations when ` = 4 and ν = 21.
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Eventually, there are some irregularities in selecting the elements forming B. For example, when ν mod ` = 0
there is the possibility of σB = 0 since all the elements in B can take equal value, but when ν mod ` , 0, it is not
possible. To select the number of attributes in between Y(`−2) and Y(`−1) allowing getting the closer value of σB to zero
when ν mod ` , 0 the best option is to increment the attribute index in b(ν − `)/`e until ` = |Y |. By doing so, when
ν mod ` , 0, only the last element of B will be different from the others giving the most convenient value of σB.

On the other hand, another approach to select the value of ` considers the expected robustness of the VPK scheme.
This directly involves the resilience of the scheme to the deletion problem, but there is one condition that must be
fulfilled, which is σB ≤ 0.5. According to that, and if η � ν, we can select the value of ` using the mean given by Eq.
(8). Since µA represents the average number of times each attribute is selected to generate the VPK, and considering the
relationship between σA and σB, we can assure that the difference between µA and the number of times each attribute is
selected is reduced if σB gets closer to zero. Since the value of ` is unknown, we cannot use σA, that is why it is used
σB instead. Then, µA represents the expected number of times S will be affected once one attribute is deleted, then Eq.
(8) can be used to obtain ` by ` = µA × ν/η.

None of the previous VPK schemes have considered the aspects discussed above. Nevertheless, the nature of
relational data is featured by the lack of physical order among tuples and attributes. For that reason, implementing
previous consideration results in a challenging task. Ordering attributes can be achieved by using their names, statistical
measures of their values or considering their domain. The order of the tuples, on the contrary, is harder to settle.

The order of the tuples is critical to shift the attributes among neighboring tuples, so the desired values for the
metrics previously presented can be obtained with the highest precision. One criterion for ordering tuples can be by
using the hash of their values, an approach easily compromised if some attributes are deleted. That is why the only
way to guarantee its success is by involving only those attributes essential to both, the data owner and the attacker.
Also, since η >> ν is generally accomplished, the hash values will present high redundancy, being more useful for
partitioning R than for ordering tuples.

Considering the features of relational data, and seeking to accomplish previous considerations, we propose an
implementation that simulates attribute shifting without linking the scheme to the order of the tuples, in other words,
without requiring any knowledge of the neighboring tuples. To achieve that, each tuple is analyzed independently,
adding a pseudo-random shifting to the attribute selection, seeking the highest variation of the attributes involved from
one tuple to the other. Our approach generates one VPK per tuple, involving a maximum of ` attributes in the process,
separating each one at least in b(ν − `)/`e attributes.

In this work, the list of attributes is ordered alphabetically by their names. Then, each tuple is independently
analyzed, and for each tuple, each attribute. To avoid the impact of benign updates and update attacks, it is used the
decimal value generated from the msb range of each value stored in the attributes. The value of χ is selected differently
to the other schemes, excluding just the lsb bits and using the rest of the positions of the binary length, increasing the
length of the source to avoid the duplicate problem (see line 5 of Algorithm 3). For this case, the value generated is
identified as As−vpk, being a VPK temporal substitute.
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Algorithm 3: HQR-Scheme Approach.

1 Input: AL, `, S K, ξ, p
2 sort AL by name
3 foreach tuple r ∈ R do
4 foreach attribute A ∈ AL do
5 As−vpk = [VPK([r.A]2, BL(r.A) − ξ)]10
6 Avv = H(As−vpk ◦ S K)

7 Amax = MAX(Avv) in r
8 Aavg = AVG(Avv) in r
9 z = count zeros in [Amax]2

10 set Amax as the starting point of analysis
11 if Amax is even then
12 analyze AL increasing the index in p units
13 vpk builder(z, `, Aavg)

14 else
15 analyze AL decreasing the index in p units
16 vpk builder(z, `, Aavg)

To increase the secrecy and variation of the selection, we generate a new value using the results of line 5 and the
S K chosen by the data owner as the inputs of a hash function (see line 6). Next, the analysis is carried out using all
those new values, each one identified as Avv, being the notation for attribute virtual value. The starting point of analysis
for each tuple is the attribute with maximum value among those generated in line 6, identified as Amax (see line 7).

Another variation in this approach is the difference in the direction of the analysis for each tuple. The attributes of
the tuple are analyzed starting from Amax. When Amax is even the analysis is performed increasing the attribute index
by p units, otherwise (when Amax is odd) the analysis is done decreasing the attribute index by p units (see lines 11-16).
The role played by each attribute for each tuple varies based on the cyclic conception of the attributes order given in
Figure 5, so if Amax is odd, once the attribute index is 0, if p = 1, the next attribute to be analyzed will be Aν−1. For the
case when Amax is even, the next attribute to be analyzed after Aν−1, is A0 if p = 1. Parameter p increases the flexibility
of the method so the data owner must choose a value of p between 1 and b(ν − `)/`e.

The parameterization of p helps to vary the attributes involved without compromising obtaining the VPK of the
tuple. For example, when p is too high, fewer attributes are checked, and there is a higher risk of none attribute
accomplishing the conditions to be considered for the VPK generation. In this approach, once one attribute is selected,
it is compared to the average of the set of attribute virtual values for the tuple. The virtual values average is identified as
Aavg. According to that, despite moving the index in p units, is not guaranteed that the attribute is going to be included
in the VPK generation. For establishing the condition to include an attribute in the VPK generation we get the number
of zeros from the binary representation of Amax and then if the number of zeros if even, the attributes considered for the
VPK generation are those that are above Aavg. Otherwise, if the number of zeros is odd, the attributes considered are
those below Aavg. The attributes that accomplish those conditions will be added to the process while the number of
attributes involved is less or equal to `. All these operations are performed by the vpk builder method (see Algorithm
4).
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Algorithm 4: Method vpk builder of the HQR-Scheme.

1 Input: z, `, Aavg

2 if z is even then
3 selection of the attributes above Aavg until the number of attributes ≤ `

4 else
5 selection of the attributes below Aavg until the number of attributes ≤ `

6 return A

The generation of Aavg involves all the considered attributes of the relation for the VPK generation. Since the values
are normalized by the use of the hash function, the deletion problem does not compromise the value of Aavg at a level
that may affect the attributes involved in the process for each tuple.

7. Experimental results

The experiments performed measure the quality of the sets of VPK generated by each VPK scheme and their
resiliency against the deletion problem. The relation used to embed the WM consist in a subset of the dataset Forest
Cover Type (Colorado State, 1999). This subset is formed by the first 30,000 tuples out of the 581,012 that the relation
stores. Also, from the 54 attributes, only the first 10 of them were used. This subset is selected to fairly compare
the results with others previously reported in the literature. The names of the numerical attributes selected for the
experimentation are shown in Table 4 along features such as mean, standard deviation, and average of their binary
length (BL), among others.

Table 4. Information of the subset used to perform the experimentation.

Name BL(Avg) Max Min Mean StdDev
ELEVATION 11.99 3849 1863 2780.08 322.30
ASPECT 7.11 360 0 144.60 108.17
SLOPE 4.13 61 0 14.19 8.13
HOR DIST TO HYDROLOGY 7.13 1343 0 207.04 183.73
VERT DIST TO HYDROLOGY 4.33 554 -146 38.63 50.41
HOR DIST TO ROADWAYS 11.40 7117 0 2643.32 1895.24
HILLSHADE 9AM 7.99 254 0 215.53 27.04
HILLSHADE NOON 8.00 254 99 221.77 19.61
HILLSHADE 3PM 7.57 248 0 136.57 38.05
HOR DIST TO FIRE POINTS 11.67 7173 0 3210.02 2157.09

The previous dataset was used to generate the VPKs and to embed and extract different WMs, to allow a visual
appreciation of the quality of the WMs. For WM embedding two image-based watermarking techniques were selected,
which generate the WM from a binary image, obtaining from each pixel the simplest values to generate the marks (0
or 1). This type of technique was selected considering that this kind of images allows embedding fewer marks while
the WM is visually comprehensible. The watermarking techniques used were the proposals of Sardroudi and Ibrahim
(2010), and Pérez Gort et al. (2017b). Since in a binary image the pixels represent black or white colors, the pixels
missed (as results of attacks or low synchronization) are highlighted by using the red color. To generate the WMs,
different images were used to analyze the role of the WM size in the processes. The images used in the experiments are
shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Images used as WM source.

Name Sample Size (pixels)

Logo of the Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM)

 
82 × 80

Logo of th World Wildlife Funf
(WWF)

 
40 × 45

Picture of the chinese character Dào
 

20 × 21

The Correction Factor (CF), given by Eq. (13), is used to compare each pixel of the image employed to generate the
embedded WM with the ones forming the image generated from the extracted WM. The maximum value for CF is 100,
which means that the extracted WM is identical to the embedded one. On the contrary, when CF = 0 the embedded and
extracted WMs are completely different.

CF =

∑x
i=1

∑y
j=1(Imgorg(i, j) ⊕ Imgext(i, j))

x × y
× 100 (13)

All the experiments performed in this work were implemented using Java 1.8 as client-side technology and Oracle
Database 12c as the database server.

7.1. Quality of the VPK sets

In this work, we measure the quality of the VPK sets generated by each scheme by using the exclusiveness index ρ.
The first VPK scheme we analyze is the S-Scheme generating the VPKs with a single attribute. The results of applying
this scheme on every attribute of the dataset are shown in Table 6, where ρ and e values are presented. Considering that
only one attribute of R is used to generate S and the same value of χ is used each time, too many duplicate values are
generated, compromising the quality of the set.

Table 6. Value of ρ and e for the S generated by using S-Scheme over each attribute of R (χ = 3).

Attribute e ρ

ELEVATION 0 1.04 × 10−5

ASPECT 0 1.23 × 10−4

SLOPE 0 1.41 × 10−4

HOR DIST TO HYDROLOGY 0 3.38 × 10−6

VERT DIST TO HYDROLOGY 0 1.90 × 10−5

HOR DIST TO ROADWAYS 0 1.11 × 10−3

HILLSHADE 9AM 1 3.34 × 10−3

HILLSHADE NOON 0 1.37 × 10−5

HILLSHADE 3PM 1 4.48 × 10−3

HOR DIST TO FIRE POINTS 0 1.67 × 10−3

The results shown in Table 7 correspond to a similar experiment than the previous one, but increasing the value
of χ in the binary length of the value stored in the attribute with the exception of two lsb that are reserved to embed
the mark. By doing this, the value of χ increases and even varies in some cases. Despite that, given the results is not
recommended the use of the VPK set by any watermarking technique since the quality of S does not improve enough
to allow the WM recognition.
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Table 7. Value of ρ and e for the S generated using S-Scheme over each attribute of R (χ = BL − 2lsb).

Attribute χ(Avg) e ρ

ELEVATION 9 7 8.00 × 10−2

ASPECT 5 0 5.06 × 10−4

SLOPE 2 0 1.27 × 10−4

HOR DIST TO HYDROLOGY 5 0 4.60 × 10−5

VERT DIST TO HYDROLOGY 2 0 8.45 × 10−6

HOR DIST TO ROADWAYS 9 5 5.74 × 10−2

HILLSHADE 9AM 5 1 3.41 × 10−3

HILLSHADE NOON 6 0 1.73 × 10−3

HILLSHADE 3PM 5 2 1.86 × 10−2

HOR DIST TO FIRE POINTS 9 10 7.83 × 10−2

Table 8 shows the metrics for the sets generated by the rest of the VPK schemes. Also the set generated by our
proposal is included.

Table 8. Value of ρ and e for the VPKs sets generated by using the rests of the schemes.

VPK Schemes e ρ

E-Scheme 0 9.88 × 10−7

M-Scheme (2 attributes) 0 4.97 × 10−4

Ext-Scheme (MSBF = 3) 5513 21.91
Proposed Scheme 14946 52.96

According to the results shown in Table 8, there is a considerable quality increment in S for the two last schemes.
By applying our approach, the number of exclusive values is increased more than two times compared to the number
of exclusive values obtained by applying the second best choice, the Ext-Scheme. Figure 16 shows the number of
exclusive values obtained by each scheme as a percentage of the total number of tuples involved in the experiment.
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Fig. 16. Percentage of exclusive values generated by each scheme respect to the number of tuples in R.

The quality of S is mostly determined by e, but it is important to know the different values generated even when
they are not unique, since this is also considered to obtain ρ. Table 9 shows the number of groups on each set of VPKs
along with the maximum and minimum size detected.
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Table 9. Values of the metrics describing the groups of duplicate values in S for each scheme (χ = 3).

VPK Schemes No. Groups
Size range of groups

Maximum Minimum
S-Scheme 4 17803 369
E-Scheme 8 80777 776
M-Scheme 7 15825 9
Ext-Scheme (MSBF = 3) 3125 4956 2
HQR-Scheme 2653 375 2

The number of marks considered in the WM embedding process is directly determined by the quality of S . The
following results show the WM embedded by using the sets generated by each VPK scheme. Table 10 shows the image
of the embedded watermark (column Img) and the percentage of the pixels embedded for each case (column % E.M).
For this experiment, WM embedding was performed using the technique of Sardroudi & Ibrahim with parameters:
γ = 1, χ = 3, ξ = 1.

Table 10. WM embedded using the set of VPKs generated by each scheme.

VPK Schemes
WM UTM WM WWF WM Do

Img. % E.M Img. % E.M Img. % E.M

S-Scheme (Attr 01)
 

0.06
 

0.22
 

0.95

E-Scheme
 

0
 

0
 

0

M-Scheme
 

0.11
 

0.38
 

1.66

Ext-Scheme (MSBF = 3)
 

73.06
 

98.61
 

99.76

HQR-Scheme
 

92.30
 

99.88
 

99.76

When S presents low quality, many marks are excluded by the embedding process, sometimes compromising
the WM recognition. Figure 17 shows the percentage of embedded pixels for the cases when the WM recognition is
achieved. Also, the results of using the relation PK for WM embedding are shown to establish a point of comparison
with the results obtained by other VPK schemes. It can be appreciated from the figure how the difference between the
results reduces when the size of the WM decreases.
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Fig. 17. Percentage of embedded marks for the different WMs by using Ext-Scheme, HQR-Scheme and the PK of R.

According to the results shown in Figure 17, it is possible to generate VPK sets with enough quality to achieve
WM recognition despite the presence of redundancy. Also, the size of the WM plays an important role, since in some
cases it can allow higher WM synchronization. Despite all of that, it is important to guarantee WM detection when
some attribute of R is deleted. The results of the experiments performed concerning this issue are presented in the next
section.

7.2. Resilience against the deletion problem

The resiliency of each VPK scheme against the deletion problem is tested using the same dataset, with values of ν
and η constant for all the experiments. The first results showed are the values of ρ with precision ϕ = 1.0, allowing to
know how the quality of S changes once one attribute is deleted. Table 11 shows the highest and lowest value of ρ for
each scheme. This constitutes the range of quality obtained by deleting each one of the attributes of R.

Table 11. Range of value of ρ when each one of the attributes of R is deleted (χ = 3).

VPK Schemes Lowest ρ Highest ρ
S-Scheme 0 4.48 × 10−3

E-Scheme 4.24 × 10−7 9.87 × 10−7

M-Scheme (2 attributes) 6.29 × 10−5 1.29 × 10−3

Ext-Scheme (MSBF = 3) 8.61 12.99
Proposed Scheme 26.44 44.29

The results of Table 11 describing the resiliency of our approach against the deletion problem allow a clear
understanding of the confidence incorporated to a VPK scheme when the issues previously analyzed in this paper are
considered on the scheme design. Also, the quality of the schemes in terms of the distribution of the attributes selected
to generate the VPKs is obtained. Table 12 shows the value of σA and q for the Ext-Scheme and our approach. Other
schemes are excluded considering the low WM synchronization they allow.

Table 12. Quality of the distribution of the attribute selection for the Ext-Scheme and our approach.

`
σA q

Ext Proposal Ext Proposal
1 34.62 × 102 8.49 × 102 7.80 × 1010 3.18 × 1011

2 38.93 × 102 13.60 × 102 6.16 × 109 1.76 × 1010

3 35.41 × 102 15.70 × 102 5.93 × 108 1.34 × 109

The resilience against the deletion problem of a VPK scheme increases if more than one mark is embedded each
time one tuple is selected. Table 13 shows the pictures corresponding to the range of quality of the WMs extracted
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after deleting each one of the attributes of R. For this case, the employed watermarking technique was the approach by
Sardroudi and Ibrahim (2010) that embeds one mark per tuple.

Table 13. Resilience shown to the deletion problem using the technique of Sardroudi & Ibrahim.

VPK Scheme
WM UTM WM WWF WM Do

Highest Quality Lowest quality Highest Quality Lowest quality Highest Quality Lowest quality
Img CF Img CF Img CF Img CF Img CF Img CF

Ext-Scheme

 

54

 

47

 

84

 

69

 

91

 

86

Proposal

 

78

 

65

 

97

 

91

 

99

 

99

Also in Table 14 are presented the results of the experiments under the same conditions but embedding more than
one mark per tuple using the watermarking technique by Pérez Gort et al. (2017b).

Table 14. Resiliency shown to the deletion problem using the technique of Pérez Gort et al.

VPK Scheme
WM UTM WM WWF WM Do

Highest Quality Lowest quality Highest Quality Lowest quality Highest Quality Lowest quality
Img CF Img CF Img CF Img CF Img CF Img CF

Ext-Scheme

 

99

 

99

 

99

 

99

 

99

 

99

Proposal

 

99

 

99

 

99

 

99

 

99

 

99

Figure 18 shows the results of the stress tests performed over the Ext-Scheme and our proposal to detect how the
WM degrades when more than one attribute is deleted. For this experiment, the WM synchronization was performed
through the technique of Sardroudi & Ibrahim. In the figure, the higher resiliency of our approach when more than one
attribute is deleted is appreciated.
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Fig. 18. WM extracted for each WM after performing a multiple attribute deletion.

Finally, the images corresponding to the WM extracted in the previous experiment are presented in Table 15, when
images in the middle of the range of the quality previously shown for each case, with its correspondent CF, are shown.
It is appreciated how our approach allows higher resilience than the Ext-Scheme when more than one attribute is
deleted. Also, it is shown the relevance of the size of the WM in the resiliency to this type of operation.
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Table 15. Images of the WMs extracted when more than one attribute is deleted when the technique of Sardroudi & Ibrahim is used to perform the
WM synchronization.

No.
Ext-Scheme Proposal

UTM WWF Do UTM WWF Do

0

      

95 99 99 92 99 99

1

      

54 62 75 75 94 99

2

      

49 52 51 64 83 96

3

      

47 50 50 56 69 85

The quality of the detected WM shown in Table 15 increases when more than one mark per tuple is embedded,
describing a similar behavior of the one appreciated between the quality of the WM shown in Table 13 and Table 14. In
general, to deal with the duplicate problem it is recommended to generate the VPKs by using the attributes storing the
more relevant data of R. That way, with each attempt of deletion attack, also the attacker will be paying the price of
compromising the data.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we present the metrics to measure the quality of a set of VPK values to be used for watermarking
relational data as well as the main aspects to be considered to design a VPK scheme. Based on these considerations
and the challenges that practical scenarios bring with them, it was proposed a novel VPK scheme to achieve higher
WM synchronization despite the elimination of attributes in the watermarked relation. The experiments carried out
show how previous VPK schemes do not guarantee the WM recognition or its persistence when some attribute of R is
deleted. Also, the proposed VPK scheme allows watermark detection, showing resilience against the deletion problem,
recognizing the signal even when more than one attribute of the relation is attacked.
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The proposed metrics help to know if a VPK set will be useful to watermark the data. 

 

 

*Highlights (for review)



There is no need to perform the WM embedding to know if the VPK set is good. 

 

 

*Highlights (for review)



The cyclic idea of the attribute order helps to design an effective VPK scheme.  

 

 

*Highlights (for review)



The WM is detected even after being deleted more than one attribute of R. 
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